Defining a computational basis of pseudo-number states, we interpret a coherent state of large amplitude, |α| ≫ d 2π
Quantum computation is expected to speed up some computational problems exponentially and some others quadratically compared to the best known digital computation [1] . Even though many experimental proposals of quantum computers are made, there seem to be many obstacles such as decoherence, scalability, inaccurate operation, and so on [2] . There are two approaches to the quantum computing -one that molds quantum state while the other sculptures it. Molding of quantum states lies in the heart of original schemes for quantum computers that are based on quantum circuits. In these schemes, one prepares an initial quantum state made of many qubits and applies quantum operations on it, which are followed by a measurement that leads to the result.
Raussendorf and Briegel proposed a special quantum entanglement called a cluster state [3] and went on proposing cluster state quantum computation with Browne [4] : you prepare a cluster state, a giant maximally entangled state of many qubits, and just measure each qubit away feedforwardly which means measurements are done based on previous measurement resultseffectively sculpturing the state. To make a quantum cluster state, prepare qubits of even superposition of computational basis kets |0 and |1 at each lattice points and apply CZ ct (c is an index for the control qubit and t is for the target qubit) operations on all neighboring qubits in the lattice.
Even though the number of required qubits is polynomially larger than quantum circuit model, cluster state quantum computation is simpler since only single qubit measurements are needed once a cluster state is prepared.
Based on Knill, Laflamme, and Milburn's all-optical * jaewan@kias.re.kr quantum computing [5] and Raussendorf, Browne, and Briegel's cluster state quantum computing [4] , Nielsen and Dawson proposed optical cluster state quantum computing [6, 7] . One important demerit of the proposal might be the probabilistic nature of linear optical gating. Nonlinear optics can be used to generate quantum optical entanglements [8] and generation of optical qubit cluster states are proposed [9] [10] [11] . These schemes, however, need impractically large nonlinearities. Instead of qubits with two basis states, quantum computation using cluster states of d-state quantum systems or qudits has been proposed with the possibility of realization with high-dimensional Ising model [12] .
Here we propose a simple deterministic optical scheme to generate a cluster state of qudits. First we notice that the infinite Taylor series of an exponential function can be decomposed into d infinite partial sums each of which asymptotically approaches e x /d for any finite integer d as can be seen in the following
where
In a similar manner a coherent state |α can be interpreted as a qudit that is evenly superposed in a computational basis with d basis ket vectors when |α| ≫ d 2π and this condition is assumed throughout this paper.
with orthonormalized computational basis kets
(4) that we call pseudo-number states since each ket is made of photon number states with definite modulo-d number of photons.
By applying a generalized Hadamard transformation HĤ
on computational basis ket k 's, we can get conjugated basis kets (6) with ω = e 2πi d . These conjugated basis kets are nothing but the coherent states
that we call pseudo-phase states since each ket of this basis is a coherent state centered at a definite optical phase. A generalizedẐ operator for qudits is defined aŝ
with a photon number operatorn and a generalized Controlled-Z operator,Ẑ ct , is defined aŝ
with c and t for control and target qudits respectively. A generalizedẐ operator can be easily implemented by a phase shifter e 2πi dn with photon number operator n, and a generalized Controlled-Z operator,Ẑ ct , can be realized by cross-Kerr medium. If the cross-Kerr interaction with Hamiltonian H = − χn 1n2 is applied to two-coherentstate input |α 1 |α 2 for time t = 2π dχ , we can get
which is a maximally entangled state of two qudits, that is, we can generate a maximal entanglement of pseudo-phase and pseudo-number states by simply applying cross-Kerr interation on two coherent beams. The larger d, the easier the implementation ofẐ ct of qudits is since it can be achieved with smaller χt = 2π d . If we applyẐ ct to all neighboring coherent states as illustrated in Fig.1 , we can get a cluster state of qudits It used to be believed that two-qubit operations are the most difficult part and single qubit operations are relatively easier in quantum information processing. Now contrary to this conventional wisdom of qubit processing, Conrolled-Z of two qudits and preparation of cluster states of optical qudits gets easier as the dimension d gets larger. A generalizedX operator can be defined aŝ
is similar to Pegg-Barnett phase operator [13] and could be called pseudo-phase operator. In pseudo-phase basis it can be writtenX
andẐ can be written
and can be called a pseudo-number operator [13] . The two operators are related to each other through generalized Hadamard operation and the followings can be readily shown.ĤẐĤ † =X,
whereR operation reverses the order of the computational basis with 0 to 0, 1 to d − 1, 2 to d − 2, and so on. Now as a simple demonstration of cluster state quantum computation of optical qudits, we propose a qudit teleportation via homodyne detection. Let us first consider a one-step teleportation as in Fig.2 . If qudit state
l=0 a l l 1 is entangled with a coherent state |α 2 byẐ 12 and the first qudit is measured in pseudophase basis into k 1 , then the second qudit becomeŝ HẐ −k |φ as can be seen in the following.
A qudit teleportation is a repetition of one-step teleportation. Alice has a qudit state |φ 1 = 
Even though Bob can recover |φ by applyingX s ,R and Z k operations in order as in Fig.3 , just knowing Alice's measurement results k and s might be enough to complete the teleportation without actually applying the operations.
Alice's projective measurement of qudits in pseudophase basis, which is the essential part of the above qudit teleportation, can be done by a double-arm homodyne detection. The qudit whose pseudo-phase is to be measured is split by a 50/50 beamspliter and quadrature X 1 is measured in one arm and X 2 in the other by controling local oscillators for each arm. X 1 and X 2 will fix the pseudo-phase of the measured qudit as in Fig.4 . If we entangle an optical qudit with a coherent state by Controlled-Z, we can measure the qudit in pseudonumber basis by measuring the entangled coherent state in pseudo-phase state as in Fig.5 .
Even though new proposals of giant Kerr effects have been made, the present limit of cross-Kerr nonlinearity χt is the order of 10 −4 , the dimesion d of qudit is the order of 10 5 , which means the average photon number |α| 2 of coherent-state optical qudit should be the order of 10 10 . Much stronger Kerr nonlinearity of ion strings [14] might be exploited for qudit cluster state quantum computation.
In summary, we have proposed a simple way of generating a cluster state of optical qudits from coherent states. This cluster state could provide a platform for practical large scale quantum computation. As a simple demonstration of qudit cluster state quantum computation, a qudit teleportation scheme is proposed.
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